Parenteral thermo-sensitive organogel for schizophrenia therapy, in vitro and in vivo evaluation.
Novel biodegradable in situ forming organogel, obtained via the self-assembly of long chain fatty acid in pharmaceutical oil, was prepared and characterized. Different from traditional organogels, the use of organic solvent was avoided in this gel system, in consideration of its tissue irritation. Four kinds of fatty acids were employed as organogelators, which could successfully gel with injectable soybean oil. The gelation procedure was thermo-reversible. Phase transition temperature and time were depended on carbon chain length and concentration of gelators. Optimized formulations containing drug were then injected subcutaneously in rats for pharmacokinetic study. Results showed the steady drug release for one week with the well-controlled burst, which fitted well with the drug release mechanism of both drug diffusion and frame erosion. In vivo imaging of the organogel with fluorescence in live animals suggested that the organogel matrix was gradually absorbed and completely up-taken in nine days. Histopathological analysis of the surrounding tissues was carried out and revealed an overall good biocompatibility property of the implants over drug release period. This research demonstrates that this thermo-sensitive in situ forming organogel system represents a potentially promising platform for sustained drug delivery.